Hh pickups

It only takes a minute to sign up. I'm seeking a guitar to elicit the rich fat heavy sound. So as I
understand a guitar with the H humbucker double coil pickup is what I need for that. But there is
a wide range of layouts for the guitars. Some of them have S single single coil pickup, for
example H-S-H layout. Where single coil pickup is mostly used for blues, funk and jazz guitars.
And these H-S-H guitars are also recommended for heavy rock because of the humbuckers. And
of course, I don't want to drill solely heavy riffs only, I'd like sometimes to play solo-like
melodies. Will I ever be able to play acoustic like sound on a guitar without single coil pickup
H-H? Will I be able to play blues or funky for example? Time was, Fender Stratocasters used a
three-position switch, corresponding to neck, middle and bridge pickups. Granted, single-coil,
so just bear with me. Players discovered that, if you put the switch in the right position, you
could get the neck-and-middle and bridge-and-middle sounds. Jimi Hendrix is a popularizer of
this technique, and it became popular enough that the Strat got wired stock with five-position
switches. Eventually the middle pickup was made reverse wound and reversed polarity, so that
neck-middle and bridge middle would effectively be noiseless, humbucking positions. When
Ibanez came to Steve Vai about making a signature guitar for him, he said he wanted to get
those positions and tones with neck and bridge humbuckers, with coils tapped so you'd get one
coil of the neck or bridge with the single coil in the middle, so it's a hum-less Strat setup. This is
what you cannot get with H-H setup. As the H-S-H wiring is usually a variation on Strat wiring,
you generally get the middle pickup in middle position, while H-H guitars generally have
neck-bridge as the middle position. It is doable to set the circuit so that the middle position is
neck-bridge, but generally, you have it in H-H guitars and not H-S-H guitars. With Les Pauls, you
can set, for example, the neck volume to zero, so the switch becomes bridge-bridge-none,
making it a kill switch. This is not available with a H-S-H Vai-style guitar. You will surely not be
able to play a strong single coil in the H-H guitar. You could tap a 4-wire humbucker for a single
coil sound, but in my experience the tapped humbucker doesn't sound as "warm" as a separate
single coil. I too wanted the best of both worlds and I took the following approach. Keep in mind
that there are further differences in the traditional humbucking and single coil setups, such as
pots and caps. In my own first project guitar , I did not know quite what to expect, so I built it
with HSH pickups and two complete signal paths. The humbucking path uses k pots and an 0. I
created a custom 5-way selector switch to isolate the single-coil wiring from the humbucking
combinations, but in the end when I flip the switch I opted for just the stand-alone single coil for
the warmest sound. As I said above, the tapped humbuckers just didn't compare. This project is
a work in progress; I hope this helps you find your own path. If someone doesn't know what
they want thier guitar to do, they should always get HSH. I'd certainly say it's the most versatile
set up. Given the usual wiring 5 way switch with switch position 1 being the neck pickup and 5
being the bridge, HSH gives a great deal of tonal variety. For my tastes, position 1 on a clean
tone can be a bit too boomy. Even if one backs the volume a bit to take the edge off, it doesn't
quite suit acoustic-style strumming. Position 2 is perfect for these sorts of things, though. I'd
always use it for the small high chords you often find in funk and reggae. Position 2 is also a
nice way thinning a distorted tone without it cleaning up too much, like Position 1 with the
volume dialled down does. If you have your rig set so Position 1 screams, Position 2 will sing. I
don't use Position 4 very much, but that's because I think it has a rather specific sound I don't
want very much. With a tiny bit of gain, this would be the position I would play the synth parts of
Stevie Wonder's "Superstition" with. It would be perfect for bassier funk riffs in that sort of vein.
These are options I use very frequently, and I'd feel pretty restricted with HH! Though of course,
this isn't the case for everyone. Even with a H-H configuration, you could utilize coil splitting to
achieve single coil-ish sounds. While arguably this does not give a "true" single coil sound, if
humbucker sounds are mainly used, this can be enough. My impression is that most people
aren't using the middle position that much, I think the way forward is to try different pickup
configurations to find out what you need. A lot of, if not most, blues players use humbuckers,
so a good blues tone is definitely achieveable. The short answer is that an HSH guitar can be
wired to do everything an HH guitar can, but provides the additional option of mixing in the
middle single coil. HH guitars are usually wired with a three-way switch neck, middle, bridge
and either master volume and tone or individual pickup volume and tone. And all of that is
without considering the various coil-tapping options; on some HSH guitars, one or both of the
mix positions are sometimes wired with an automatic coil tap, so e. Basically, if you can wield a
soldering iron or get someone to do it for you , the world's your oyster! It depends on guitars.
But it is all about sacrificing. He sacrificed all real single coil sounds and left only two strat
sounds. JEM77 Steve Vai's guitar is more classic. For some players having real single is
priceless for someone is just a gadget. But this wiring is older and more popular. The most
known is three position switch with bridge, both, neck. Some have split or tap or can be running
in parallel. Parallel humbucker is something like strat sound but coils are much closer. Piezo

gives acoustic sound , that would make me more happy than single coil if could afford, and it
can be combined with humbuckers. Some manufacturers offer different humbuckers for K
volume pot equipped guitars. Sound of split single coil also varies by specific models. Some
handle it better than others. You can simulate any sound of three pickup guitar with two pickup
guitar and vice versa, the only problem is getting it with proper wiring or customizing it. Even
they will not sound the same may be close enough for your application or even better. And
don't forget about potentiometers problem. The K potentiometer will cut some frequencies from
humbuckers while K make singles brighter than they are by default. It may be not a problem or
critical to choosing favorite tone :D. Others basically said it all. Small recommendarion though you can't really get acoustic sound from normal pickups - if you're after that, try to find some
guitar with piezo pickup. They're usually built-in in the bridge. Sign up to join this community.
The best answers are voted up and rise to the top. H-S-H vs H-H what can do one and can't
another? Ask Question. Asked 6 years, 8 months ago. Active 7 months ago. Viewed 54k times.
Improve this question. It would be helpful to identify those players who exemplify the "rich fat
heavy sound" that you are seeking. Then readers here may be able to better describe the nature
of the instrument s and signal processing chain s typically used by those players, together with
how they may address your needs and desires. For example, the HSS gives you extra power on
the bridge pickup for stuff like punk power chords, while the neck and mid are single coils for
more expressive playing. Very versatile. Please do not forget that for a properly fat sound you
need not only a neck humbucker but foremostly a suffiently rich guitar , in terms of mechanical
response. Les Pauls and semiacoustics are obviously great, but there's no way to get a
"proper" jazz sound out of an average HSH superstrat. I think that there is a lot more that goes
into getting a rich sound than just the pickup layout. AYK different pickups also have very
different sounds, so if you line up an HH next to an HSH, there are going to be so many different
factors that it's impossible to just point to the pickup configuration as the difference, unless
they are the same make and model. From my personal experience of wanting a nice HSH many
years ago, it's not worthwhile to limit yourself to that configuration because there are so few
models. Also, I don't think you mention what style of music you play at all. Add a comment.
Active Oldest Votes. Improve this answer. Dave Jacoby Dave Jacoby Humbuckers generally use
K pots, single coils generally use K pots. Metal players may use 1M pots for humbuckers. IIRC,
humbuckers often use 0. Single coils halve that to a 0. Of course, vari-tones and similar mods
provide a selection of caps on board. Kirk A Kirk A 2, 11 11 silver badges 21 21 bronze badges.
In my own example, I would compare the "warm" sound to the signature tones of players like
Mark Knopfler or Robert Cray. FireGarden FireGarden 2 2 bronze badges. BTW, Superstition is
not played on synth but clavinet , a stringed keyboard instrument with magnetic pickups that
are, in this song, actually used like two guitar single coils. On a Les Paul or Tele, a neck
humbucker is much more useful of course. I know Stevie used it somewhere! Meaningful
Username Meaningful Username 6, 3 3 gold badges 26 26 silver badges 48 48 bronze badges.
HH examples The most known is three position switch with bridge, both, neck. Sign up or log in
Sign up using Google. Sign up using Facebook. Sign up using Email and Password. Post as a
guest Name. Email Required, but never shown. Featured on Meta. Opt-in alpha test for a new
Stacks editor. Visual design changes to the review queues. Linked 3. Related 9. Hot Network
Questions. Question feed. Supporting Membership. Forums New posts Trending Search forums.
Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest reviews Search resources.
Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New
posts. Search forums. Log in. Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. Home Forums Instruments
Guitars in General. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in
your browser before proceeding. What are the best sounding pickups for an HH Strat? Thread
starter seanjo Start date Oct 24, Messages I just picked up a really really nice HH warmoth strat.
Has all the high end parts but the SD humbuckers just don't get it. They sound good at low
volume but when pushed they lose all their organic properties and just become boring as hell.
Any insight would be greatly appreciated. DrewH Member. Messages 2, Typical alder body and
maple neck? Depends on what you are looking for. My preference for the bridge: The SD
custom custom. A2 mag. Very sweet singing pickup. Medium output. Not a shredder but not
vintage vibe either. Neck pickup: Jazz or Can't go wrong either way. Jarick Silver Supporting
Member. Messages 8, A2 magnets would tame the high end from the longer scale, hotter bridge,
vintage neck. DrewH said:. Jarick said:. Messages 9, Humbucker Guitar Pickups I like the
Dimarzio AT-1 bridge and 36th anni neck. Sparky6string Member. Messages 3, What are your
potentiameter values? I noticed that most put bright humbuckers in Strats and considering they
are brighter guitars anyway I always wondered why but I realized that they would match the
bright singles and might go better with the existing pot values. A Pearly Gates is often used but
they are very bright on the top end, but not so bad with covers apparently. Gibson 57 Classics

have depth to them and they bloom, stay interesting at any and all volumes and OD situations
but they may be a bit dark for this app. Jarick's overwound idea is good too if that is what the
problem is but if it's just clarity then an A5 magnet, 36th Anni, Voodoo 59s or something. That's
easy. Swap the guard out for a S-S-S configuration! Sensates Member. Try the Whole Lotta
Humbucker set. It has a great balance of clarity, warmth and bite in a strat. GuitarsFromMars
Member. Messages 12, Interesting question. Haven't used them yet, but there are lots of units
you can buy used. Messages 1, Neck for cleans, Bridge for scream where it really opens up.
Messages 5, First spend some money on pots and tone caps and try those higher kohm for
brighter, lower darker, higher uF for more mud but find a sweet spot value can give more
presence. I've found SDs tend to be muddy and so need something brighter like kohm v
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olume pot that reads with a meter to actual k upper range of its spec. Or if you want darker put
a fixed resistor across the k pot to knock it down to reading of k, k, or what sounds best. If
really too muddy, put a cap in series with the hot lead and that will clean it up. JamCave Studio
Member. I have this combo and it's crazy good. Lewguitar Member. A set of Pearly Gates. Or if
you want a hotter bridge, PGn and Duncan Custom. But for me, the best sounding humbucker
set I've put in a Strat is the Pearly Gates. Mincer Member. Messages 4, If you have a darker
sounding wood, go with the Jazz. Would this be the set? You must log in or register to reply
here. Trending Topics. Poll: Are you buying the Quad Cortex? Will Quad Cortex sell? Will
Fractal sound good? Will the Helix be "easy to use"? Will the GT remain neglected by the
general modeling population? Will Kemper be dethroned? Which pedals were instant keepers
for you, no drama, no doubts? Started by skiltrip Wednesday at AM Replies:

